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Abstract
In this paper, we describe RitsQA: Ritsumeikan
question answering system. In our QA system, input query sentence is firstly analyzed using question
patterns consist of description of NE elements, POS
of words and surface expressions. Then, query type
and some clue words, which are used for document
retrieval, are determined. For answer extraction, our
system uses word distance between answer candidate
and clue words of retrieved documents.
We have participated Task 1 and Task 2. (it was
not formal one because we are a member of QAC task
organizer.) The results were not so good than we expected. However, this experience was helpful to develop QAC task.
Keywords: Question answering, word distance, query
pattern analysis.

some clue words that are used for document retrieval
are determined. For answer extraction, our system is
based on word distance from retrieved documents.

2 Query patterns
At the first step of our QA system, query type of
input sentences is analyzed. We assumed 5 types of
query based on surface expression as follows:



Who type (“dare” in Japanese)



This type is a query to get a person name.
When type (“itsu” in Japanese)



This type is a query about date or time.
Where type (“doko” in Japanese)



This type of a query is used to get information of
location name or organization name.
What type (“nani” in Japanese)

1 Introduction
We have started Question answering task called
QAC as one task of NTCIR Workshop 3 as a member of QAC task organizer. Participation to QAC will
be very helpful for organization of QAC tasks and development of our QA technology.
We have been working on development of Named
Entity extraction tool called NExT [7] with Mie university in order to open this NE tool for NLP researcher and other research groups. Applicability of
this tool is also our purpose of this participation.
We participated Task 1 and Task 2 of QAC although
it was not formal one because we are a member of
QAC task organizer. For Task1, we have developed
QA system based on word distance for answer extraction. For Task2, we used the same system as a system
for Task 1. That is, the best answer in Task 1 will be
the answer for Task2.
In this paper, we describe RitsQA: Ritsumeikan
question answering system used for QAC-1. Our QA
system analyzes input query sentence using question
pattern consists of NE elements, POS of words and
surface expression. After this analysis, query type and
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This type of a query covers a variety of query elements such as person name, organization name,
location name, and so on.
How type (“donokurai” in Japanese)
This type of a query is used for some numeric
expressions such as information of money, ratio
(percent), length, weight, speed and so on.

In order to get answers correctly, it is necessary to
understand what is required in a query sentence. We
have prepared about 70 query patterns to analyze answer type information. A query pattern consists of the
following elements.











Named Entity which is indicated by
PERSON (person name), DATE (date),
ORGANIZATION (organization name) and
so on Table 1 summarizes all the type of Named
Entity 1 which are used in our QA system.





1 As you can see, there NE elements beyond the definition of
Named Entity used in IREX [3] and MUC [4]. We used these type of
NE elements although all the elements are not tagged in the current
implementation of our QA system.
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a word which are indicated by its part of speech
( noun , verb and so on)

 

surface expressions





tag
PERSON
ARTIFACT
ORGANIZATION
LOCATION
DATE
TIME
MONEY
PERCENT
UNIT
DISTANCE
































tag type
person name
artifact
organization name
location name
date
time expression
money
percentage
unit name
distance expression







Each query pattern has its answer type of information. Example of query patterns and their answer types
which are in the brackets shown as follows:

































 

  ( PERSON )

 verb  ( PERSON )
 noun ( TIME or  DATE )
 verb  ( TIME or  DATE )
 noun [   ] ( TIME or
 DATE )
 noun [ !" #$! % ]


( TIME  or DATE )
 verb% [ & '(&) ] ( TIME

or DATE  )
 noun'*+ ( LOCATION )
 verb '*+ ( LOCATION )
 ARTIFACT'-, ( ARTIFACT )
 PERSON-, ( PERSON )
 NAME'-, ( PERSON )
 ORGANIZATION-,

( ORGANIZATION  )
 PERSON/.&0-, ( PERSON )
 PERSON-,21345.&0 ( PERSON )
 NAME'-,21346.&0 ( PERSON )
 ORGANIZATION 7, 18 49.:0

( ORGANIZATION  )



4;. 0

 , 1
4 . 0

 noun <

( ARTIFACT  , ) 1= 4 ARTIFACT
 noun ',=1>?4  ORGANIZATION

( ORGANIZATION  )
 verb @=, 17 4  PERSON

( PERSON  )
 noun
 LOCATION
( LOCATION ) ,
 verb
A,  ORGANIZATION
( ORGANIZATION
)
 noun-BC"DE ( number )
 noun'*FE ( number )
 noun-BC ( MONEY )
 noun-, [ GH5IKJ ..] ( MONEY )
 nounL%, [ M>NPOQJRS'TU@VW ..]

( UNIT )
 noun [XZYH\[ZY^]Y ..] *-F3

( UNIT )
 nounZ*/ZF 3 [XZYZ_[HY`a]HY ..]

( UNIT )
 noun-,)b ( PERCENT )
 nounc) [0dfe ] ,)b ( PERCENT )
 noun g  noun Zh*gF`

( DISTANCE  )




 , 1

ARTIFACT
( ARTIFACT )

Table 1. NE tags







LOCATION
( LOCATION )




noun









3 Analysis of queries
At first, input query is morphologically analyzed
using ChaSen [5] system. Then, NE elements are detected using some simple patterns and clue words for
text retrieval are extracted from the query sentence.
Clue words that will be extracted are a series of noun,
verb, adjective, adverb, number expression and unknown words. NE elements are also used for clue
words. After that, answer type is detected by matching
the analyzed sentence with query patterns.
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4 Text retrieval using query words
We utilized full text search system “NAMAZU”[6]
for document retrieval from newspaper database. In
our QA system, all clue words extracted from a query
sentence are used for Namazu index words. The retrieved documents are order in some probability obtained by NAMAZU system. If there is a clue word
that does not match with documents during document
retrieval, such a word will be paraphrased to the other
expression using thesaurus dictionary. We utilized a
small size (about 100 words) dictionary that is made
by ourselves.

5 Answer extraction
In our QA system, answer extraction is based on
word distance between answer candidate and clue
words. For each answer candidate, word distance with
all clue words are calculated and the sum of the distances will be score of the answer candidate.
At first, top ten documents retrieved by NAMAZU
system are morphologically analyzed using ChaSen
system and Named Entity elements in the documents
are tagged by NExT system [7]. NExt system tags person name, organization name, location name, percentage and money, therefore answer candidates will be
limited to these elements in our current implementation.
For each answer candidate who is required answer
type, word distance between the candidate and clue
words are calculated. For the following query sentence

ij)N

and “
”) are clue words extracted from query
sentence. In the clue words, our system recognize topical word as an important one. In the above case, “
” can be recognized as an important one and the
others are not. For each answer candidate, reciprocal
number of the ranking value of word distance between
the candidate and a clue word will be its score. For an
important clue, the score will be double in our current
implementation. Table 2 shows scores for each answer candidate with clue words. The number attached
to clue words in the table means the number of appear1” means the first word
ance in the document. “
” and “
2” means the second one.
“

l%[

ij N

ikj"N

Table 2. Sample score (each clue words)

j"N 2
r s tu l&2[ ij"0.5N 1 ik0.33
s  
1
1
0.5
Á>ÂÃ Ä 0.67 0.33
1

And the sum of score for clue words will be the
score of an answer candidate as shown in Table 3. Per” will be chose for the answer of
son name “
query sentence.

rs&tu

Table 3. Sample score (sum)
order
1
2
3

ikj"N -l [ mon &p%q

”
“
(Who is the president of SONY?)
Figure 1 shows a sample text which include the answer of the query sentence.

r stu
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Figure 1. Sample document

rs&tu ”, “s " ”
In this Figure, boxed parts (“
and “ÁÂ&Ã Ä ”) are person name which are recognized by NExT system and underlined parts (“l%[ ”

ij&N

r stu
s 
Á>ÂoÃ Ä

answer candidate

score
2.83
2.5
2

6 Results
Task1
The results were 19.4 marks out of 197.0 in TASK1
and Average Score was 0.099. Table 4 shows the output of scorer and Table 5 shows the number of correct
queries in the five orders.

Table 4. Results of Task 1
Question
200

Answer
497

Output
551

Correct
43

Recall
0.087

Precision
0.078

F-measure
0.082

MRR
0.099
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Table 5. The number of correct results
the order
first
second
third
forth
fifth

number of correct one
13
15
10
8
14

Task2
The results was 9.9 marks out of 197.0 in TASK2
and Average Score was 0.066. Table 6 shows the output of scorer.
Table 6. Results of Task 2
Question
200

Answer
497

Output
200

Correct
13

Recall
0.026

Precision
0.065

F-measure
0.037

MRR
0.066

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we described our QA system that consists of query pattern analysis for answer type detection and clue word extraction, document retrieval using NAMAZU system, and answer extraction based on
word distance.
According to Formal Run evaluation, our QA system could not get better results but query pattern analysis and document retrieval modules are not so bad.
We have roughly analyzed performance of these modules using Formal Run evaluation data. In the top five
retrieved documents, almost 60% of them include correct answer. That means major problem of our QA
system is answer extraction using NE system. Current NE system extracts only person name, organization name, location name and so on. In order to robust
QA system, it is necessary to handle the other type of
information. Improvement of answer extraction based
on word distance is our future work. The other modules are also points of improvement.
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